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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Many of you will probably wonder 
what this book is all about? What is in 
this book that made it so important in 
ancient China? Can it still be relevant 
today? If we teach this book today, what 
can it do for us and what kind of 
influence will it have on our present 
society? 

 Di Zi Gui, in English, means 
standards for being a good student and 
child. It is an ancient Chinese book 
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handed down to us from ancient Chinese 
saints and sages. The source for the 
outline of this book was selected from 
Analects of Confucius, Book I, Chapter 6, 
where Confucius said: “A good student 
and child must first learn to be dutiful to 
his parents, and be respectful and loving 
to his siblings.  Next he must be 
cautious with all people, matters and 
things in his daily life, and be a 
trustworthy person. He must believe in 
the teachings of the ancient saints and 
sages and put their teachings into 
practice. Then he must learn to love all 



  

equally and be close to and learn from 
people of virtue and compassion.  Only 
after all the above duties have been 
accomplished, if he has the time and 
energy, he should then further study and 
learn literature and art to improve the 
quality of his cultural and spiritual life.”   

 Since the main outline of this book 
is based on the teachings of Confucius, 
let us find out who he is. Confucius was a 
great Chinese scholar, teacher and 
educator. He was born in China about 
twenty-five hundred years ago, about the 
same time that Shakyamuni Buddha was 

 6
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born in India. Confucius deeply 
influenced Chinese culture, and this 
influence extends throughout the world 
even today. He believed that moral 
principles, virtues, and discipline should 
be the very first lessons to be taught to a 
child, and that a child needs to practice 
them daily. Unlike modern day parents 
who disapprove of physical punishment, 
ancient Chinese parents actually 
encouraged and thanked the teacher 
when their children were punished for 
misbehaving. It was most important to 
ancient Chinese parents that their 
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children learned the moral principles and 
virtues first, before any other subject, 
because without moral principles and 
virtues as a foundation, the learning of all 
other subjects would be futile. 

 The sequence of ancient Chinese 
educational system based on the 
Confucian teachings is as follows: First a 
child learns the subject on Virtues, after 
which he studies Language, then 
Methods in Dealing with People, Matters 
and Things, and lastly Literature and Art.  
We need to understand that Confucius 
and Shakyamuni Buddha shared almost 
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the same principles and teaching 
methods. They both taught us that being 
dutiful to one’s parents and being 
respectful to one’s teachers are the basis 
of a person’s good virtues. If we can 
appreciate the fact that the study of 
Virtues was a child’s first subject in 
school, then we will realize how 
important it was for a child to be dutiful to 
his or her parents at home.     

 If you ask a student who follows 
Confucian teachings whether he or she 
can explain in a short sentence what 
Confucian teachings are all about, the 
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student will tell you this: The principles of 
Confucian teachings make it a person’s 
duty to strive to be fully enlightened, to 
practice universal love and to be a 
perfectly good person. This is the 
summation of Confucian beliefs. For a 
person to practice universal love, he or 
she must begin at home, and learn to be 
a dutiful child and a loving sibling. If you 
ask a follower of Shakyamuni Buddha 
whether he or she can explain Buddha’s 
teachings in one sentence, you will get 
the following reply: Shakyamuni 
Buddha’s forty-nine years of teaching 
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never deviated from the principle that a 
person has to be dutiful to his or her 
parents, and be respectful and be of 
service to his or her teachers. This 
person must be all loving and must not 
kill any living beings. He or she must be 
a fervent practitioner of the ten good 
conducts. Therefore, both Confucius and 
Shakyamuni Buddha shared the same 
beliefs and felt that following these 
principles are our only duties here on 
earth. 

 The important duties stated in 
Analects of Confucius were used as 
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chapters in this book. Altogether there 
are seven chapters, with each chapter 
listing one duty. They are presented in 
sequence according to the ancient 
Chinese educational system. The 
original text written in classical Chinese, 
is in the form of verses that can be easily 
recited and memorized by young 
Chinese students.   
 The contents of this book were 
actually compiled and edited over a 
period stretching thousand of years; it 
contains the recommended standards of 
being a good student and child. The 
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outline starts out by telling us that those 
standards were taught by Confucius, 
Mencius and all the past Chinese saints 
and sages. They all agreed that those 
duties are the very basic disciplines a 
child should learn and practice every day 
while still young. Even though they seem 
stringent by today’s standards, it is 
apparent that the people of that time felt 
it was important that the child should be 
well disciplined, and taught moral 
principles and virtues at an early age.  
They felt that without strict discipline and 
moral standards, a child would amount to 
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nothing. Without knowing what it meant 
to be dutiful to one’s parents and 
respectful to one’s teachers, a child 
would grow up not listening to or 
respecting anyone. Such a child would 
become a person without virtues. At that 
time, “a person without virtue” was not 
qualified to serve in the imperial court, 
thereby depriving that person the 
opportunity to serve his country and his 
people.   

 Ironically today, the educational 
system is just the opposite. Many 
parents listen to the child instead of the 
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other way around. Additionally, teachers 
are afraid to teach and discipline children 
because they are fearful of violating the 
children’s legal rights, or even being 
sued by the parents.  Currently, we live 
in a world where the relationships 
between people, between people and 
their environment, between parents and 
children, between husbands and wives, 
and between employers and employees 
are disintegrating. Parents no longer act 
like parents. Children do not act like 
children. Without proper education our 
minds become polluted and our family 
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system disintegrates, as evidenced by 
an ever-increasing divorce rate.  Soon 
planet Earth will no longer be fit for us to 
live on. Many of us are fearful for our 
futures and the futures of our children. 
We hope that by reintroducing this book, 
it will provide guidance for parents and 
children. In this way, future generations 
will benefit from it, and our world and 
society at large will be more at peace, 
and we will all have a better place to live. 

 As mentioned before, Confucius 
said: “A good student and child must first 
learn to be dutiful to his parents, and also 
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be respectful and loving to his siblings.” 
In accord with the ancient Chinese 
educational system, this book starts by 
teaching us how to be a good dutiful child 
when we are at home, and how to be a 
respectful and loving sibling when we are 
away from home, including how to be 
respectful to our elders.  Therefore, 
these two duties are the headings for the 
first two chapters. The first chapter is on 
“Xiao,” which is a Chinese word that 
means being dutiful to one’s parents. All 
the ancient saints and sages thought 
“Xiao” was the most important duty in a 
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person’s life. This chapter teaches 
children the proper conduct on how to 
talk to and behave in front of parents, 
and what their correct attitudes and 
manners should be.     

 The second chapter states the 
principle and standard of conduct for the 
younger sibling towards the older sibling 
when the younger siblings are away from 
home. In Chinese, the word “Ti,” which 
means sincere fraternal love, describes 
the love between siblings. In Buddhism, 
its meaning extends further to include 
conduct towards all persons who are 
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older and as the same generation as 
ourselves. This chapter then further 
expands this concept towards our elders. 
It teaches us how to show respect to the 
elders and what our correct attitudes and 
manners should be.   

 Even though in this book there is no 
separate chapter on the standard of 
conduct towards our teachers, it is 
understood that all the principles and 
standards taught in this book should also 
be applied to our teachers. 

 The third chapter teaches us how 
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we should be cautious in whatever we do 
daily, whether we are interacting with 
people, matters or things. The fourth 
chapter teaches us how to be a 
trustworthy person. It teaches us that we 
need to be cautious in the language we 
use, in our behavior, and in our thoughts.  
We must also believe in the teachings of 
the saints and sages. A saint is a person 
who truly and thoroughly understands 
the facts about life, and about this 
universe. In China we call them saints.  
In India, people call them Buddhas. In 
Western culture people call him God.  
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Actually we are all talking about the 
same thing. All their teachings come 
from hearts that were true and pure.  
They have all seen the truth and this 
truth will never change with time.  
Therefore, no matter who they are as 
long as they are saints, Buddhas or God, 
they speak the same truth and if it is the 
truth, then their messages are the same. 

 The fifth chapter tells us that a 
person must love all equally. The love it 
talks about is universal love, not worldly 
love. It teaches us that as human beings 
we should have compassion for all 
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people. To be a person of compassion, 
we must first start by being filial children: 
respecting our parents and by loving our 
siblings. Then we should learn how to 
expand this love and respect to include 
all who are parents and siblings.  
Eventually we will learn to love all people 
equally. 

 The sixth chapter teaches us to be 
close to and learn from people of virtue 
and compassion. There is an old 
Chinese saying that a person with virtue 
and compassion has no enemies.  
“Xiao” and “Ti” have been the very 
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foundation of Chinese culture for five 
thousand years. Those two qualities 
separate a person from an animal.  
“Xiao” and “Ti” are the minimum 
requirements for being a human, while 
compassion and virtue are the highest 
standards set by Confucius for being a 
human. For us to reach the highest 
standards, we must first fulfill our duties 
to our parents. But where can we find 
these people who are truly 
compassionate and virtuous so that we 
can be close to them and learn from 
them? The world today is in great turmoil.  
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It would be a difficult task if not 
impossible to find even one person. If we 
cannot find that person, the next best 
thing is to follow the teachings of saints 
and sages from the past and learn from 
them. If we belong to a religious group, 
we can always follow the teachings of 
our religion. We can select from any one 
of the groups just mentioned and just 
follow the respective teachings to be our 
guide in this life. 

 The seventh chapter tells us that 
after we have accomplished all the 
above duties, we should further study 
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literature and art to improve our cultural 
and spiritual life. Confucius set a 
standard for us as to what kind of books 
we should read and what kind of books 
we should avoid. The kind of books we 
should read has to have a positive effect 
on us. Any book that causes a negative 
impact should always be avoided.  
Confucius expected everyone of his 
students to be a balanced person, whose 
inner qualities, like a person’s virtues and 
integrity, had to match that of outside, 
which were developed from the study of 
literature and art. Only then will this 
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person become a truly refined person, 
with integrity and a noble character. 

 According to Shakyamuni Buddha, 
we are currently living in the Dharma 
Ending Age. In this period, people will be 
constantly fighting each other. Today, 
endless conflicts are taking place 
everyday. Our current society is the 
result of our educational system, which 
has already been proven to be a great 
failure. The educational system of today 
only promotes teachings that lead our 
young people to a world of competition, 
which will eventually turn them into 
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hell-beings, hungry ghosts and animals.  
When we lose our moral standards, and 
search instead for money and fame, we 
leave the world of humans and heavenly 
beings, and degenerate into a lower form 
of being. Therefore, education that is 
based on moral principles is extremely 
important for our world today. This is the 
only way we can help our young discover 
their true self-nature, which is supposed 
to be all knowing and virtuous.  All the 
ancient saints and sages recommended 
that the first step we must take is to start 
communicating and working with family 
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members at home.  That is why both 
Confucius and Shakyamuni Buddha said: 
“Our virtues are based and build on the 
foundation of being dutiful children to our 
parents.”  This book, Di Zi Gui, helps 
our children put the teachings of the 
ancient saints and sages into actual 
practice, and that is why this book is so 
important for our educational system 
today. It is definitely still relevant today, 
actually even more so.  

  Finally we must add a note here to 
help us understand these standards.  
Those standards were used in ancient 
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China, at a time when the society was 
centered on the male, and when only the 
male child was allowed to enter a school.  
Therefore, all the pronouns used in the 
translation are of the male gender. For 
today’s society, it applies to all children, 
both male and female. 
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Di Zi Gui 
Standards for Being  

a Good Student and Child 

OUTLINE 
 

“Standards for Being  
a Good Student and Child”1 

was taught by Chinese saints and sages  
of the ancient past. 

 
1 Selected from Analects of Confucius, Book 
I, Chapter 6. It was taught by Confucius, 
Mencius, and other Chinese saints and sages 
of the ancient past.  
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First, it teaches you  
how to be dutiful to your parents, 

 and how to be respectful  
  and loving to your siblings.2 

 
2   “Xiao” and “Ti” have been the very 
foundation of Chinese culture for five 
thousand years. Xiao “孝” means to be 
dutiful to one’s parents with affection, and to 
understand the basic relationship of 
grandparents, parents and self. In ideogram 
form, xiao has two components – the top part 
of xiao is the top portion of the word elder
“老”and the bottom part is the word son
“子.” Combined, it implies that the older 
generation and the younger generation are 
one: that there should be no gap between 
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Then it teaches you how to be  
cautious with all people, matters,  

and things in your daily life, 
and how to be a trustworthy person,  

 
them. In Buddhism, the meaning is further 
extended. Outside the family, the child 
should treat every male and female of the 
parents’ generation as if they were the child’s 
own father and mother. Ti “悌” means 
sincere fraternal love. Here it is used more as 
the principle and standard of conduct of the 
younger brother towards his older brother 
when the younger brother is away from 
home. In Buddhism, its meaning also 
extends further to include conduct towards 
all older persons of any one generation.  
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and to believe in the teachings 
of the ancient saints and sages.3 

 
Furthermore, it teaches you  

to love all equally, 
and to be close to and learn from people  

of virtue and compassion. 
 

When you have accomplished  
all the above duties, 

 
3 “To believe in the teachings of the ancient 
saints and sages” means to actually practice 
and put the teachings of the ancient saints 
and sages into effect.  
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you can study further  
and learn literature and art 

to improve the quality  
of your cultural and spiritual life. 
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Chapter 1: At Home, Be Dutiful  
to Your Parents 

 
When your parents call you,  

answer them right away. 
When they command you  

to do something, do it quickly. 
When your parents instruct you,  

listen respectfully. 
When your parents reproach you,  
obey and accept their scolding;  

try hard to change and improve yourself  
and start anew. 
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In the winter, keep your parents warm; 
in the summer, keep your parents cool. 

Greet them in the morning  
to show them that you care. 

At night be sure that they rest well. 
Before going out, tell your parents  

where you are going,  
for parents are always concerned  

about their children. 
After returning home,  

go and see your parents  
to let them know you are back, 
so they do not worry about you. 
Have a permanent place to stay  
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and lead a routine life. 
Persist in whatever you do  

and do not change your aspirations  
at will. 

 
Although a matter  

may be considered trivial,  
but if it is wrong to do it  

or unfair to the other person, 
do not do it thinking it will bear little  

or no consequence.4 

 
4  For example, in Buddhism, it is considered 
breaking the precept of not stealing if you borrow a 
piece of paper or take someone’s pen without 
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If you do, you are not being a dutiful child 
because parents do not want to see  

their child doing things  
that are irrational or illegal. 

Even though an object may be small,  
do not hoard it. 

If you do,  
your parents will be heartbroken.5 

 
permission. It is considered breaking the precept of 
not killing if you kill an ant or mosquito. If you lie 
or talk about someone behind his back, you have 
broken the precept of not lying, etc.  
5 Your parents will be saddened by your actions, 
because if their child behaves in such a way when 
he is still young, then he will probably twist the law 
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If whatever pleases your parents  
is fair and reasonable, 

try your best to get it for them.6 
Should something displease  

your parents, if within reason,7 
cautiously keep it away from them.  

When your body is hurt,  

 
in order to obtain bribes and be a curse to his 
country and his people when he grows up.  
6 If what pleases your parents is illegitimate or 
unreasonable, you should tactfully dissuade your 
parents, and tell them the reasons why they should 
not have it.  
7 You should lead your parents to proper views and 
understanding of things.  
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your parents will be worried. 
If your virtues8 are compromised, 
your parents will feel ashamed. 
When you have loving parents, 

it is not difficult to be a dutiful child. 

 
8  Virtues are standards and principles of one’s 
conduct. In China a man’s conduct is ruled by “Wu 
Chang” 五常 and “Ba De” 八德.  “Wu Chang” 
are the five moral principles: kindheartedness 仁, 
personal loyalty 義, proper etiquette 禮, wisdom 智, 
and trustworthiness 信 . “Ba De” are the eight 
virtues: duty to parents 孝, respect for elders 悌, 
loyalty 忠 , credibility 信 , proper etiquette 禮 , 
personal loyalty 義, a sense of honor 廉, and a sense 
of shame 恥. 
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But if you are still dutiful to parents  
who hate you, 

only then will it meet the standards  
of the saints and sages  
for being a dutiful child. 

 
When your parents do wrong,  

urge them to change. 
Do it with a kind facial expression  

and a warm gentle voice. 
If they do not accept your advice, 

wait until they are in a happier mood  
before you dissuade them again, 

followed by crying  
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to make them understand why. 
If they end up whipping you9 

do not hold a grudge against them. 
 

When your parents are ill,  
taste the medicine first  

before giving it to them.10 

 
9 In ancient China, when a child did not obey the 
parents, the parents were allowed to discipline the 
child. If a child refused to be disciplined, the 
parents had the right to ask the authorities to have 
the child executed. 
10 Chinese people take herbal medicine prescribed 
by Chinese doctors. Herbs are boiled with water to 
make a liquid medicine. Before giving such 
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Take care of them night and day;  
do not leave their bedside. 

During the first three years of mourning  
after they passed away, 

remember them with gratitude  
and feel sad often  

for not being able to repay them  
for their kindness in raising you.  

During this period  
you should arrange your home  
to reflect your grief and sorrow. 

 
medicine to one’s parents, a child should taste it 
first to make sure it is not too hot or too bitter. 
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Avoid festivities and indulgence in food and 
alcoholic drinks. 

Observe the proper etiquette11  
in arranging their funerals. 

Hold the memorial ceremony  
and commemorate their anniversaries  

with your utmost sincerity. 
Serve your departed parents  

as if they were still alive.12 

 
11 In ancient China, etiquette for funerals was set 
by the emperor.  
12 When our parents were alive, we should have 
treated them with our love and respect. After they 
pass away, we should arrange their funerals with 
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our deepest sorrow. For all the subsequent 
commemorations and anniversaries held, we should 
show our love and respect as if they were still alive. 
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Chapter 2: Standards  
for a Younger Brother  

When Away from Home 
 

Older siblings should befriend  
the younger ones, 

younger siblings should respect and love the 
older ones. 

Siblings who keep  
harmonious relationships  

among themselves are being dutiful  
to their parents.13 

 
13 Parents are happy when their children get along 
with each other. This is one way children can show 
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When siblings value their ties  
more than property and belongings, 

no resentment will grow among them. 
When siblings are careful with words  

and hold back hurtful comments, 
feelings of anger naturally die out. 

 
Whether you are drinking, eating, walking, or 

sitting, 
let the elders go first;  

younger ones should follow. 
When an elder is asking for someone, 

 
they are dutiful to their parents.  
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get that person for him right away. 
If you cannot find that person, immediately 

report back, 
and put yourself  

at the elder’s service instead. 
 

When you address an elder, 
do not call him by his given name.14  

 
14 In ancient China, a male person had at least two 
names. The first name was the “given name,” which 
was given to him by his parents when he was born. 
A second name was given to him by his friends 
when he reached the age of 20, at a “Ceremony of 
the Hat” given in his honor to announce his coming 
of age.  After that only his parents called him by 
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This is in accord  
with ancient Chinese etiquette. 

In front of an elder, do not show off. 
If you meet an elder you know  

on the street, 
promptly clasp your hands  
and greet him with a bow. 

If he does not speak to you, 
step back and respectfully stand aside. 

 
his “given name.” Everyone else, out of respect, 
including the emperor, could only call him by his 
second name. The only exception was if he 
committed a crime. During sentencing, he would be 
called by his “given name.”  
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Should you be riding on a horse 
and you spot  

an elder you know walking,15 
you should dismount  

and pay respect to the elder. 
If you are riding in a carriage16,  

you should stop,  
get out of the carriage,  

and ask if you can give him a ride. 
If you meet an elder passing by,  

you should stand aside  

 
15 In ancient China, most people used horses or 
carriages as their means of transportation.  
16 See footnote 14.  
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and wait respectfully; 
do not leave  

until you can no longer see him. 
 

When an elder is standing, do not sit. 
After an elder sits down,  

sit only when you are told to do so. 
Before an elder, speak softly. 

But if your voice is too low  
and hard to hear, 

it is not appropriate. 
When meeting an elder,  
walk briskly towards him; 

when leaving, do not exit in haste. 
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When answering a question, 
Look at the person  

who is asking you the question. 
 

Serve your uncles  
as if you are serving your parents;17 

Treat your cousins  
as if they are your own siblings.18 

 
 
 

 
17 See footnote 2. 
18 See footnote 2. 
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Chapter 3: Be Cautious  
in Your Daily Life 

 
Get up in the morning  
before your parents; 
at night, go to bed  

only after they have gone to sleep. 
When you realize  

that time is passing you by  
and cannot be turned back,  

and that you are getting older  
year by year, 

you will especially treasure  
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the present moment.19 
When you get up in the morning,  

wash your face and brush your teeth. 
After using the toilet,  

always wash your hands. 
 

You must wear your hat straight,20 
and make sure the hooks21  

 
19 There is an old Chinese proverb: “A unit of time 
is as precious as a unit of gold, but you cannot buy 
back one unit of time with one unit of gold.” It 
means that time is really very precious, as no 
amount of money can buy time. 
20 In ancient China, when a male wore a hat, it 
meant he had passed the age of becoming an adult.  
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of your clothes are tied. 
Make sure socks and shoes  

are worn neatly and correctly. 
Place your hat and clothes away  

in their proper places. 
Do not carelessly throw  

your clothes around, 
for that will get them dirty. 

 
It is more important  

that your clothes are clean, 

 
21 In ancient China, in place of buttons, people used 
hooks.  When dressed, hooks had to be tied.  
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rather than how extravagant they are. 
When with an elder  

or people of importance, 
wear what is suitable for your station. 

At home, wear clothes 
according to your family traditions  

and customs. 
When it comes to eating and drinking, 

do not pick and choose your food. 
Eat only the right amount;  

do not over eat. 
You are still too young,  

do not drink alcohol. 
When you are drunk,  
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your behavior will turn ugly. 
 

Walk composed,  
with light and even steps. 
Stand up straight and tall. 

Your bows should be deep,  
with hands held in front  

and arms rounded. 
Always pay your respect  

with reverence.22 
Do not step on doorsills. 

 
22 In ancient China, people paid their respect to 
other people by bowing, holding one hand over the 
other which is closed, or prostrating on the ground. 
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Do not stand leaning on one leg. 
Do not sit with your legs apart  

or sprawled out. 
Do not rock the lower part of your body while 

sitting down. 
 

Lift the curtain slowly,23  
do not make a sound. 

Leave yourself room when you turn 
to make sure you do not bump  

into a corner. 

 
23 In ancient China, curtains were made of bamboo 
strips woven together. They were used to shelter a 
room from view.  
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Hold carefully empty containers  
as if they were full.24 
Enter empty rooms  

as if they were occupied.25 
Avoid doing things in a hurry, 

as doing things in haste  
will lead to many mistakes. 

Do not be afraid of difficult tasks, 

 
24 Even though a container may be empty, out of 
reverence to things, whether living or not, one 
should treat it with respect and handle it with care.  
25 In ancient China, a virtuous man always behaved 
properly, regardless of whether he was alone or with 
others.  
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but do not become careless  
when a job is too easy. 

Keep away from rowdy places, 
and do not ask about things  

that are abnormal or unusual. 
 

When you are about to enter  
a main entrance, 

ask if someone is inside. 
Before entering a room,  

make yourself heard, 
so that those inside know  
someone is approaching. 

If someone asks who you are,  
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give your name. 
To answer “It is me” or “Me” is not clear. 

Before borrowing things from others,  
you must ask for permission. 

If you do not ask, it is stealing. 
When borrowing things from others, return 

them promptly. 
Later on, when you have an urgent need, 

you will not have a problem borrowing from 
them again. 
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Chapter 4: Be Trustworthy 
 

When you speak, honesty is important. 
Deceitful words and lies are not allowed. 

Rather than talking too much,  
it is better to speak less. 

Speak the truth, do not twist the facts. 
Cunning words, foul language,  

and bad habits 
must be avoided at all costs. 

 
What you have not seen  

with your own eyes, 
do not readily tell to others. 
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What you do not know for sure,  
do not readily pass on to others. 

When asked to do something  
that is inappropriate or bad, 

do not promise lightly. 
If you do, you will be wrong either way. 

When speaking, make the words clear and to 
the point. 

Do not talk too fast or mumble. 
Some like to talk  

about the good points of others, 
while some like to talk  

about the faults of others. 
If it is none of your business,  
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do not get involved. 
 

When you see others do good deeds, 
think about following their example. 

Even though your own achievements  
are still far behind those of others, 

you are getting closer. 
When you see others do wrong, 

immediately reflect upon yourself. 
If you have made the same mistake, correct it. 

If not, be extra cautious  
not to make the same mistake. 

When your morals, conduct, knowledge, and 
skills 
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are not as good as others, 
you should encourage yourself  

to be better. 
If the clothes you wear,  

and the food you eat and drink 
are not as good as others,  

do not be ashamed. 
 

If criticism makes you angry  
and compliments make you happy,  
bad company will come your way  
and good friends will shy away. 

If you are uneasy about compliments  
and appreciative of criticism, sincere 
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and understanding virtuous people 
will gradually be close to you. 

 
If your mistake is not done on purpose, 

it is only an error. 
If it is done on purpose, it is evil. 

If you correct your mistake  
and do not repeat it, 

you no longer have the mistake. 
If you try to cover it up,  

you will be doubly wrong. 
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Chapter 5: Love All Equally 
 

Human beings, regardless  
of nationality, race, or religion  

- everyone - should be loved equally. 
We are all sheltered by the same sky  

and we all live on the same planet Earth. 
 

A person of high ideals and morals  
is highly respected. 

What people value is not based  
on outside appearance. 

A person’s outstanding ability 
will naturally honor him  
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with a good reputation. 
Admiration from others  

does not come  
from boasting or praising oneself. 

 
If you are a very capable person, 

use your abilities for the benefit of others. 
Other people’s competence  

should not be slandered. 
Do not flatter the rich,  
or despise the poor. 

Do not ignore old friends,  
and take delight in new ones. 

When a person is busy,  
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do not bother him with matters. 
When a person’s mind is not at peace, 

do not bother him with words. 
 

If a person has a shortcoming,  
do not expose it. 

If a person has a secret,  
do not tell others. 

Praising the goodness of others  
is a good deed in itself. 

When people approve of and praise you, 
you should feel encouraged  

and try even harder. 
Spreading rumors  
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about the wrongdoings of others 
is a wrongdoing in itself. 

When the harm done  
has reached the extreme, 

misfortunes will surely follow. 
When encouraging each other  

to do good, 
the virtues of both are built up. 

If you do not tell others of their faults, 
you will both be wrong. 

 
Whether you take or give, 

you need to know the difference  
between the two. 
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It is better to give more and take less. 
What you ask others to do, 

first ask yourself if you will do it. 
If it is not something you will do, 

ask not others to do it. 
You must repay the kindness of others  

and let go of your resentments. 
Spend less time holding grudges  

and more time  
paying back the kindness of others. 

 
When you are directing  

maids and servants, 
you should be respectable and dignified. 
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Even though you are respectable  
and dignified, 

treat them kindly and generously. 
If you use your influence  

to make them submissive, 
their hearts will never be with you. 

If you can convince them  
with sound reasoning, 

they will then have nothing more to say. 
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Chapter 6: Be Close to and Learn from 
People of Virtue  
and Compassion 

 
We are all human,  

but we are not the same. 
Most of us are ordinary;  

only a very few have great virtues  
and high moral principles. 

A truly virtuous person  
is greatly respected by others. 

He will not be afraid to speak the truth  
and he will not fawn on others. 

If you are close to and learn from people 
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of great virtue and compassion,  
you will benefit immensely. 
Your virtues will grow daily 

and your wrongdoings  
will lessen day by day. 
If you are not close to  

and learn from people of great virtue, 
you will suffer a great loss. 

People without virtue will get close to you 
and nothing you do will succeed. 
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Chapter 7: After All the Above  
Are Accomplished, Study Further 

and Learn Literature and Art  
to Improve  

Your Cultural and Spiritual Life 
 

If you do not actively make use  
of what you have learned, 

but continue to study on the surface, 
your knowledge is increasing  

but it is only superficial. 
What kind of person will you be? 

If you do apply your knowledge diligently, but 
stop studying, 
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you will only do things  
based on your own opinion,  

thinking it is correct.  
In fact, what you know is not the truth. 

 
There are methods to study correctly. 

They involve concentration  
in three areas: 

your mind, your eyes, and your mouth. 
To believe in what you read  

is equally important. 
When you begin to read a book,  

do not think about another. 
If you have not completed the book,  
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do not start another. 
Give yourself lots of time to study,  

and study hard. 
Given time and effort,26  

you will thoroughly understand. 
If you have a question, make a note of it. 

Ask the person who has the knowledge for the 
right answer. 

 
Keep your room neat, 

your walls uncluttered and clean,  

 
26 If you do not understand part of book you are 
reading, read it again and again, even for a thousand 
times. Its meaning will come to you naturally.  
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your desk tidy  
and your brush27 and inkstone28 properly 

placed. 
If your ink block29 is ground unevenly, 
it shows you have a poor state of mind. 

When words are written carelessly, showing no 
respect, 

it shows your state of mind  

 
27 “Brush” here means a Chinese writing brush. 
28 “Inkstone” is a stone stand used for the preparing 
and holding the ink used in Chinese brush 
calligraphy.  
29 “Ink block” is a solid ink piece. A person grinds 
it with water against the inkstone to make ink for 
writing Chinese brush calligraphy. 
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has not been well. 
The books30 should be classified, 

placed on the book shelves,  
and in their proper places. 

After you finish reading a book,  
put it back in its right place. 

Even though you are in a hurry,  
neatly roll up 

and bind the open bamboo scroll31  

 
30  Here “books” refer to books on laws, 
constitutions, and the structural systems of a nation.  
31 Scroll, or juan“卷,”means a bamboo scroll. It 
is an ancient book, in the form of a scroll made of 
bamboo slips with knife-carved or painted Chinese 
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you were reading. 
Any missing or damaged pages  

are to be repaired. 
If it is not a book on the teachings  

of the saints and sages, 
it should be discarded  

and not even be looked at. 
These other books  

can block your intelligence and wisdom,  
and will undermine your aspirations  

and sense of direction. 

 
characters.  They were used before paper was 
invented.  
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Neither be harsh on yourself,  
nor give up on yourself. 

To be a person of high ideals,  
moral standards and virtue 

is something we can all attain in time. 
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WAYS TO REACH US 
(Please call for information and the best time to visit) 

 
Australia (61) 

 
The Pure Land Learning College Assoc. Inc. 
57 West St., Toowoomba, QLD, 4350 
Tel: 7-4637-8765   Fax: 7-4637-8764 
Email: purelandcollege@yahoo.com.au 
Website:www.amtb-aus.org 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Association of Melbourne, Inc., 
Shop 4, 111 Hardware St., Melbourne VIC 3000 
Tel: 3-9670-0888  Fax: 3-9642-5288 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Association of New S. Wales, Inc. 
Shop 1, 150 Woodburn Rd., Berala, NSW 2141   
Tel: 2-9643-7588 Fax: 2-9643-7599 
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Amitabha Buddhist Association of Perth, Inc. 
154 Elliot Rd. Wanneroo, W.A., 6065 
Tel: 8-9306-1447 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Association of Queensland, Inc. 
11 Toona Pl., Calamvale, Brisbane, QLD 4116   
Tel: 7-3273-1693 Fax: 7-3272-0677 
Amitabha Buddhist Retreat Centre Assoc. Inc. 
Box 216, 160 Greenwood Creek Rd., Nanango, QLD 4615  Tel: 
7-4171-0316   Fax: 7-4163-1367 
Email: amitabhacentre@hotmail.com  
 
The Pure Land Learning Center of the Northern Territory Inc. 
Tel: 8-8927-4988     Fax: 8-8981-3516 
Email: leonel.tchia@palantir.com.au 
  
The Pure Land Learning Center of Victoria, Inc. 
Tel: 2-9891-7093    Fax: 2-9891-7093 
Email: purelandvic@yahoo.com 
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Canada (1) 
Amitabha (Six Harmony) Buddhist Organization of Canada 
Box 150, Unit F101, 2/F., 4350 Steeles Avenue E., 
Market Village, Markham,  
ONT. L3R9V4, Canada 
Tel: 416-265-9838  Fax: 905-947-1870  
Email: amtb6can@yahoo.com 
 
AMTB Buddhist Library of Montreal 
Phone: 514-331-5103 Fax: 514-331-5103 
Email: zping@hotmail.com 
 

United Kingdom (44) 
Buddhist Education Foundation  (UK) 
BCM 9459, London WC1N 3XX 
Tel: 171-586.6923   Fax: 44-171-7948594 
Website: buddhisteducation.co.uk 
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Hong Kong (852) 
Hong Kong Buddhist Education Foundation Ltd. 
11th Floor Eader Centre, 39-41 Hankow Rd. 
Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong 
Tel: 2314-7099    Fax:  2314-1929 
Email: amtbhk1@budaedu.org.hk 
 

Malaysia (60) 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Sungai Petani) 
4,Tingkat 2,  Kompleks Seri Temin, Jalan Ibrahim, 08000 
Sungai Petani,  Kedah  Darul Aman 
Tel: 04-422-5853, 04-422-4152 
Fax: 04-423-7295   
 
Lean Hwa Kok Activity Center 
AMITA SAMA BUDAYA MULTIMEDIA 
12 EUPE Food Court, Jalan Kuda Kepang, 
Taman Ria Jaya, 08000 Sg. Petani, Kedah Darulaman 
Tel: 04-4259476  H/P: 012-5674859 
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Amitabha Buddhist Society (Penang)  
82 A, Penang St., 10200 Penang  
Tel: 04-261-6722 / Fax: 04-261-9655 

 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Penang) 
31, Tingkat Satu, Jalan Kelisa Emas,  13700 Seberang Jaya, 
Butterworth, Penang 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Taiping) 
272A, Tingkat 1, Jalan Pacik Ahmad, Taman Bersatu, 34000 
Taiping, 
Perak Darul Ridzuan   
Tel. & Fax: 05-807-1718  /  808-8023 
  
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Perak) 
88-89, Jalan Pasar, Jelapang,  30020 Ipoh,  Perak Darul 
Ridzuan 
Tel: 05-528-3648   Fax: 05-527-9628 
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Amitabha Buddhist Society (Kuala Kangsar) 
38, Jalan Daeng Selili,  33000 Kuala Kangsar,  Perak Darul 
Ridzuan  Tel: 05-7777879 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Malaysia) 
16-A, 1st Floor, Jalan Pahang,  53000 Kuala Lumpur   
Wilayah Perseketuan 
Tel: 03-4041-4101, 03-4045-2630    
Fax: 03-4041-2172 
Email: amtbmy@amtb-m.org.my    
Website: http://www.amtb-m.org.my 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Amitabha) 
51A & 52A, Jalan Pandan Indah 4/6B,  55100 Kuala Lumpur   
Wilayah Perseketuan  
Tel: 03-4293-5251  Fax: 03-4293-3520   
Email: rdv@tm.net.my 
 
 

mailto:amtbmy@amtb-m.org.my
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Amitabha Buddhist Society (Kajang,) 
96, Taman Hijau, Jalan Reko,   43000 Kajang,  Selangor 
Darul Ehsan . 
Tel: 03-8733-9173   Fax: 03-8737-7730      
Email: amitabha_kajang@hotmail.com. 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Petaling Jaya) 
13A, Jalan 21/17, Sea Park,  46300  
Petaling Jaya,   Selangor Darul Ehsan     
Tel: 03-78774506,   Tel/Fax: 78766712 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Kelang) 
15,  Jalan Tapah, Off Jalan Goh Hock Huat,     
41400 Kelang,    Selangor Darul Eshan 
Tel: 03-3341-1386    Fax: 03-3344-6914     
Email:amtb_klg@tm.net.my 
 
 
 

mailto:amitabha_kajang@hotmail.com
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Amitabha Buddhist Society (Seremban) 
26-1, Jalan 52 B1, Lake New Square,  Seremban 2, 70300 
Seremban, 
Negeri Sembilan Darul Khusus 
Tel: 06-763-8660 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Tampin) 
3625 Pulau Sebang, 73000 Tampin,   
Negeri Sembilan Darul Khusus   
Tel: 06-4417487, 012-2653318  
Email: tan_bs@email.com 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Melaka) 
275D, Jalan Puteri Hang Li Poh, Bukit Cina  75100, Melaka 
Tel/Fax: 06-283-9830      
Email: absmalacca@hotmail.com      
Website: www.geocities.com/absmelaka 
 
 

mailto:absmalacca@hotmail.com
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Amitabha Buddhist Society (Famosa) 
2-20 Jalan PM9, Plaza Mahkota,  /  Bandar Hilir, /  75000 
Melaka    Fax: 06-286-0046 
Tel: 06-334-2052, 06-292-6426      
 
Amitabha Pure Land Learning Centre Melaka 
15-G, Jalan Melaka Raya 14, 75000 Melaka 
Tel. & Fax: 06-226-6722 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Johor) 
1704, Jalan Senai Utama 1,  
Taman Senai Utama,  81400 Senai, Johor Bahru,   Johor 
Darul Takzim   Tel: 07- 598-1642 
  
Amitabha Buddhist Society (JB) 
112A, Jalan Meranti, Taman Melodies, 80250 Johor Bahru,  
Johor  Darul Takzim 
Tel: 07-332-4958    Fax: 07-334-9694      
Email: amtb@time.net.my 
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Amitabha Buddhist Society (Johor Jaya) 
24A Jalan Dedap 17,  Taman Johor Jaya,  81100 Johor Bahru,  
Johor Darul Takzim  
Tel: 07-354-6386   Fax: 07-354-6817 
 
Pertubuhan Penganut Buddha Amitabha 
47-3, Jalan Permas 10/1,  
Bandar Baru Permas Jaya,  81750, Masai, Johor, Darul Taksim  
Tel: 388-4888   Fax: 388-4848 
  
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Segamat) 
29, Tingkat Atas, Jalan Emas 6, Taman Bukit Baru,  
85020 Segamat,  Johor Darul Taksim 
Tel: 07-943-7958, 07-943-7719     
Fax: 07-931-0958 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Muar) 
100-3, Tkt 2, Jalan Hashim,  84000 Muar, Johor, Darul Taksim    
Tel: 06-954-2207 
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Amitabha Buddhist Society (Batu Pahat) 
7, Jalan Hijau, Taman Bukit Pasir,  83000 Batu Pahat,  Johor 
Darual Taksim 
Tel: 07-4349137, 019-7741092 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Karak) 
15, Taman Hijau,  28600 Karak,        
Pahang  Darul Makmur 
Tel: 09-231-2625 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Kuantan) 
15A, Jalan Sg. Banching, Bt 10 Kem,  26070 Kuantan,  
Pahang  Darul Makmur 
Tel: 09-538-1249       Fax:09-538-2498 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Kuching) 
207, Lorong 5, Jalan Laksamana Cheng Ho,  93350 Kuching,  
Sarawak 
Tel/Fax: 082-450-960   
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Persatuan Penganut Agama Buddha Amitabha Daerah Siburan 
No. 46, Lot 755, 1st Floor,  
Siburan New Commercial Centre, 
17th miles, K/S Road,  94200 Ku  Sarawak 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Bau) 
73, Pasar Bau,  94000 Sarawak 
Tel/Fax: 082-764-677     
 
Amitabha Pureland Learning Centre (Kuching) 
41, Ground Floor, Block E, King”s Centre,   
Jalan Simpang Tiga,  93350 Kuching,    Sarawak 
Tel/Fax: 082-464773 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Miri) 
16, 2nd Floor,  Hock Lee Bldg., Main Town Area,  
Jalan Bendahari,  98000 Miri,  Sarawak 
Tel/Fax: 085-417-844 
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Amitabha Buddhist Society (Sabah) 
Block C, Lot 33 & 34, 1st Floor,  
Indah Jaya Shophouse, Lorong Indah Jaya,  
Taman Indah Jaya, Jalan Cecily Utara, Mile 4, 
Post Office Box 1566, 90717 Sandakan, Sabah 
Tel: 089-237-048   Fax: 089-211-048 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Research Centre Sabah 
467, Leila Road,  90000 Sandakan,  Sabah 
Tel: 089-611-622   Fax: 089-611-611 
 
Lian De Tang 
65 D, Sg. Korok Hijau Kuning,   05400 Alor Setar,   Kedah 
Darulaman 
Tel: 04-772-1172   Fax: 04-730-7044 
 
Persatuan Buddhist Yuen Jong Melaka 
7, Jalan Zahir 20, Taman Malim Jaya,  Jalan Malim,  75250 
Melaka  Tel/Fax: 06-335-4944 
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Singapore (65) 
Amitabha Buddhist Society (Singapore) 
2 Lorong 35 Geylang, Singapore  387934 
Tel: 744-7444   Fax: 744-4774   
Email: abss@amtb.org.sg 
 
Singapore Buddhist Lodge 
17-19, Kim Yam Road, Singapore 329239 
Tel: 737-2630   Fax: 737-0877 
Email: sblodge@pacific.net.sg       
Website: www.amtb.org.sg 

 
Spain (34) 

Amitabha Buddhist Society (Spain ) 
C/Valcerde 5, 28004-Madrid 
Tel: 341-522-3603    Fax: 341-522-7151 
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Taiwan [(886) 
The Corp. of Hwa Dzan Amitabha Society 
2F #333-1 Shin Yi Rd. Sec. 4, Da An Dist., Taipei 
Tel: 02-2754-7178   Fax: 02-2754-7262 
Website:www.amtb.org.tw 
 
Kaohsiung Pureland Learning Center 
No. 236, Chi Hsien 3th Rd., Yen Cheng District, Kaohsiung, 
Taiwan   
Tel: 07-521-9988  Fax: 07-521-7355 
 

Thailand (662) 
Amitabha Buddhist Society  
701/202 Soi Pattanakarn 30 
Pattanakarn Road, Bangkok 10250 
Tel: 662-719-5206     Fax: 662-719-4356 
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United States of America (1) 
Amida Society 
5918 Cloverly Ave. Temple City, CA 91780 
Phone: 626-286-5700, 283-3700      
Fax: 626-286-7988   Email: amtbla@pacbell.net 
Website: www.amtb-la.org 
 
Amita Buddhist Society and Meditation Center 
25-27 Winter Street, Brockton, MA 02302 
Phone: 508-580-4349 Fax: 508-580-4349 
Email: amita48@hotmail.com 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Learning Center USA 
3719 Humphrey St., St. Louis, MO 63116-4823 
Tel: (314) 773-6062  Fax: (314) 773-6062 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Library in Chicago 
Tel: 630-416-9422     Fax: 630-416-6175 
Email: main@lisutancpas.com 

mailto:amtbla@pacbell.net
http://www.amtb-la.org/
mailto:amita48@hotmail.com
mailto:main@lisutancpas.com
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Amitabha Buddhist Library of Washington D.C. 
Phone: 202-257-9533 Fax: 301-927-9596 
Email: amtbmd@hotmail.com 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society of Hawaii 
158 N. Hotel Street, Honolulu, HI 96817 
Tel : (808)523-8909  Fax : (808) 523-8909 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society of Houston 
7400 Harwin Dr. #170 Houston, TX. 77036 
Tel: 713-339-1864    Fax: 713-339-2242 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society of Michigan 
1465 Northbrook Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48103 
Phone: 734-995-5132 Fax: 734-995-5132 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society of New Jersey, Inc. 
1197A Marlkress Road, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 
Tel : 856-751-7766 856-751-1535      

mailto:amtbmd@hotmail.com
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Fax : 856-751-2269 
Email: njbuddha@comcast.net 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society of NY Inc. 
41-60 Main St., Ste. 211, Flushing, NY 11355 
Tel: 718-961-7299  Fax: 718-961-8039 
Email: amitabha_ny @yahoo.com.tw     
Website: www.amtb-ny.org    
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society of Philadelphia 
42 Lakeview Dr., Cherry Hill, NJ 08003  
Tel: 856-424-2516  Fax: 856-489-8528  
Email: amtbphila@hotmail.com       
Website: www.amtb.org 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society of Seattle 
701 ½ S. King St., Seattle, WA 98104 
Tel: (206) 624-9378 
 

mailto:njbuddha@comcast.net
http://www.amtb.org/
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Amitabha Buddhist Society at UK 
Lawrence, KA 
Email: amtb_at_ku@yahoo.com     
Website: www.ku.edu/~amtb 
 
Amitabha Buddhist Society of USA 
650 S. Bernardo Ave., Sunnyvale, CA, 94087 
Tel: 408-736-3386    Fax: 408-736-3389 
Email: info@amtb-usa.org      
Website: www.amtb-usa.org 
 
Amitabha House of the United States, Inc. 
3101 South Manchester Street, #810, Falls Church, VA 
22044-2720 
Phone: 703-845-0186 Fax: 703-757-0139 
Email: Ltan@NIAID.NIH.GOV 
 
 
 

http://lw8fd.law8.hotmail.msn.com/cgi-bin/compose?curmbox=F000000001&a=a0619e223c1b1152c4c195ddae16ace0&mailto=1&to=amtb_at_ku@yahoo.com&msg=MSG1028122058.41&start=532366&len=1520&src=&type=x
http:// www.ku.edu/~amtb
mailto:info@amtb-usa.org
mailto:Ltan@NIAID.NIH.GOV
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Dallas Buddhist Association 
515 Apollo Rd, Richardson, TX 75081 
Tel: 972-234.4401   Fax: 972-234.8342  
Email: amtbdba@yahoo.com 
Website:www.amtb-dba.org 
 
Mietoville Academy, Inc. 
4450 Business Park Ct., Lilburn, GA 30047 
Phone: 770-923-8955 Fax: 770-925-0618 
Email: mietoville@bellsouth.net 

 
Internet 

Singapore: http://www.amtb.org.sg 
Taiwan: http://www.amtb.org.tw 
USA: http://www.amtb-dba.org 
 
 

mailto:amtbdba@yahoo.com
mailto:mietoville@bellsouth.net
http://www.amtb.org/
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DEDICATION OF MERIT 
 

May the merit and virtues accrued  
from this work 

Adorn the Buddha’s Pure Land, 
Repaying the four kinds of kindness above, 

And relieving the sufferings of  
Those in the Three Paths below. 

 
May those who see and hear of this, 

All bring forth the heart of understanding, 
And live the teachings  
for the rest of this life, 

Then be born together in  
The Land of Ultimate Bliss! 

 
Homage to Amitabha Buddha! 
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Compliments of  
The Pure Land Learning College Assoc., Inc. 

57 West Street, Toowoomba  
 Queensland 4350 Australia  

Tel: (61)7-4637-8765 
Fax: (61)7-4637-8764 

E-Mail: purelandcollege@yahoo.com.au 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Australia Website:www.amtb-aus.org 
Taiwan Website:www.amtb.org.tw 

Singapore Website:www.amtb.org.sg 
USA Website:www.amtb-dba.org 
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